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Zonal Safety Circular No. 03/2021
A. Working of Tower Wagon on Running Lines:
1. Tower wagons/Tower cars shall be treated and worked as trains (Ref:
Para SR 17.08.01 of GR) for their reception, dispatch, shunting and
nt for such operations of trains shall also be
stabling, all the rules releva
relevant
applicable to Tower Wagon.
2. Tower Wagons shall not be worked on running lines unless a Tower
Wagon Driver holding a competency certificate no. TR-04
as per
TR
Annexure 12.01 of 25 A.C. Traction Manual.
3. The validity of the competency certificate TR-04
TR 04 for Tower Wagon Driver
shall be 3 years as in the case of train Loco Pilot. The competency
certificate shall be issued by Sr.DEE/DEE (TrD) of the section after a
written, oral and practical test as provided in 21216
21216 of 25 KV A.C.
Traction Manual.
4. The Tower Wagon Driver shall undergo refresher course and safety camp
trainings as prescribed for train Loco Pilot. The refresher course for
Tower Wagon Driver shall include operation and maintenance of Tower
Wagon.
5. Towerr Wagon Driver must possess certificate of medical fitness in A-1
A
category issued by a Railway Medical Officer which shall be reviewed
periodically as prescribed for Train Loco Pilot.
B. Driving of Tower Wagon:
1. No tower wagon shall be driven except by an authorized person and no
person shall be so authorized, unless he has knowledge of the section on
which tower wagon is operating in addition to being conversant with the
operating of tower wagon.
2. The maximum speed of the tower wagon shall not exceed its sanctioned
sa
speed by RDSO or sectional speed whichever is less, subject to the
restrictions temporary or permanent imposed on account of Engineering,
Signaling or Other considerations.
3. Tower Wagon must be equipped with head lights, flasher and tail lights.
While
ile moving in convoy, the tail board/tail lamp should be fixed only on
the last Tower Wagon in the direction of movement.
4. Tower Wagon shall be driven at a speed 10 kmph when checking contact
wire level and stagger.
han recording operations, the
5. If the Tower Wagon is driven for other tthan
speed should not exceed the designed speed subjected to the speed
restrictions imposed in the section.

6. The Tower Wagon Driver shall ensure that wooden wedges are provided
at both sides of tower wagon wheels during stationary condition, along
with hand brake/parking brake applied.
7. The Tower Wagon Driver shall always stop the tower wagon ahead of all
turn outs, cross-overs, insulated overlaps and section insulators first
and then proceed only after ensuring that section ahead is dead and
earthed.
C. Safety precautions while working on Tower Wagon:1. The Tower Wagon in-charge shall ensure that pantograph base frame
mounted on the roof of the tower wagon is electrically bonded to the
under frame by means of a cable connection should be checked
regularly.
2. The Tower Wagon in-charge shall ensure that pantograph does not enter
a section where the OHE is live such as insulated overlap, cross-over,
section insulator, etc. Tower Wagon shall be protected on both the sides
with banner flags and other signal
3. After inspection and checking, the pantograph shall be lowered and
secured/clamped by means of special clamp by an authorized person not
lower in rank than a technician working on the Tower Wagon.
4. During live line inspection/checking by tower wagon, the Tower Wagon
in-charge shall ensure that no power block has been granted in section
ahead by Traction Power Controller (TPC).
D. Examination of Tower Wagon by C&W: 1. A monthly mechanical inspection of the bogies and running gear of tower
wagon shall be done by a nominated C&W Supervisor of the Mechanical
Deptt.
2. The Tower Wagon In-charge (SE/JE) will advice the C&W concerned the
date on which it is required to be inspected and running repairs shall be
carried out.
3. The Tower Wagon In-charge (SE/JE) shall ensure that this monthly
advice is issued regularly and the tower wagon is offered for inspection
and attention every month.
4. The Tower Wagon In-charge (SE/JE) shall ensure that no schedule is
overdue.
E. Operation of Lifting & Swiveling Platform of Tower Wagon:1. The lifting and swiveling platform of the Tower Wagon shall normally lie
in the fully lowered position along the length of the Tower Wagon.
2. The swiveling platform shall be raised or lowered only when the tower
wagon is stationary.
3. The platform shall be moved out of the normal position only when the
tower wagon is stationary.
4. Tower Wagon shall be moved only after the platform has been put back
in the normal position.

